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EVENTLOCATION | ZECHE ZOLLVEREIN | ESSEN

OKTOGON | INTERARTES
The Oktogon, the former Cooling Tower II, is located on the grounds of the Zollverein World
Heritage Site in Essen. You will find an extraordinary venue, which apart from the main area has
further rooms and ground-level outside areas. The Zeche Zollverein received the Conga Award
„Germany‘s best event location“ in 2009 and 2010.
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VERANSTALTUNGEN | TAGUNG

.I

EVENTPRODUCTIONS
IN THE OKTOGON

20 to 900 square meters of bright, transformable rooms plus exterior surfaces for ten to
750 people. Exciting architecture combined with first class technology in acoustics, image
transmission and multimedia stage design; supplemented by the competent consulting by
your personal event team and the unique supporting programs as GPS-Rallye.com.

Together we will find the way to your event destination!
Visitors from all over the world come together in the north of the city to experience cultural highlights in the OKTOGON Zeche Zollverein. With the appointment of the industrial
complex Zollverein as a world heritage, the UNESCO acknowledged the uniqueness of
this outstanding architectural industrial monument as well as the present meaning as renowned location of the creative industry and communication center for entrepreneurs and
others hosts.
Originally conceived as a cooling tower of the colliery, the OKTOGON quickly became a
center of communication and encounter; in an atmosphere, that combines tradition and
modernity on the highest level.

CONTENT | EVENTPRODUCTIONS
CONFERENCE P.08
WORKSHOP P.12
GALA.BANQUET P.16
HIGHTABLE.BANQUET P.20
LOUNGE P.24
EXHIBITION P.28
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EVENTPRODUCTIONS | CONFERENCE

WE ORGANIZE YOUR

CONFERENCE IN THE OKTOGON
The OKTOGON, the former cooling tower II of the Zeche Zollverein, offers one of the most extraordinary conference spaces on the Route of Industrial culture. Studio stage | ground floor :
With approx. 900m² on the ground floor, the OKTOGON creates optimal conditions for studio
installations, exhibitions, gala evenings, congresses, conferences and other event formats.
Outside areas: In addition to the own studio area, you will find a 300m² large fortified
outside area, as well as a summer garden with another 300m². Gallery | first floor: The
upper floor of the OKTOGON offers exhibition area as a gallery as well as adjoining rooms,
which can be used as Backoffice or as VIP-Areas.
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EVENTPRODUCTIONS | CONFERENCES

OUR

CONFERENCEHIGHLIGHTS
Conferencehighlights
You can train and meet in a modern and dynamic way with our
own voting system | Oktovote. Your presentation offers more?
Then book our spectacular panoramic screen with a size of
21x5m. Apart from known setup variants we provide you with our
„Tagungsstalk“ and „ArenaKonzept“.

Tagungstalk (*Conference Talk = alternative to a classic row seating).

Oktovote
This is how HR-Development 2.0 works! You want to lead in a contemporary way, then you have to train and educate with contemporary tools.
Teambuilding: Our voting system makes it possible for the team to determine the necessary skills behavior and real-time characteristics. There´s
no better alternative at any kind of workshop and management meetings.

i
INFORMATIONS ABOUT TAGUNGSTALK
Known from numerous television formats
Provides space for “impulse lectures” and dynamic
events
Shark basin for high quality and controversial
conversations
Mix of row seating, lounge furniture
and standing tables in the rear area

ArenaConcept

21:3 BANNER REAR PANEL
incl. individual design
[ 4:3 | 16:9 Standard image formats ]

Spectacular panoramic view
Our flexibly applicable panorama widescreen provides the option to
present your contents on more than 100 m² | on request expandable
to 40m. Depending on requirements, we are able to print your „motive
world“ on the front- and backside in high resolution . An exclusive highlight of international trade fairs.

i
INFORMATIONS ABOUT OKTOVOTE

i

In-house voting system
Our voting system makes it possible for the team
to determine the necessary skills behavior and
real-time characteristics.
A „must have“ for any kind of workshop and
management conferences

i

INFORMATIONS ABOUT SPECTACULAR PANORAMA VIEW

INFORMATIONS ABOUT ARENACONCEPT
Concept middle stage in the Total Theater
Monitors for guests + speakers at the pillars
Approx. 300 people in the arena possible

All-over high-resolution printing on both sides
Dimensions of 4,50m in height up to 40m in width
possible
Video projection | Format: From 4: 3 to 21: 3, extensions in 4: 3 steps

Stage with 4x4m recommended

→
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More information about Conferences
www.oktogon.tv/en/conference.html

More information about Conferences
www.oktogon.tv/en/conference.html
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EVENTPRODUCTION | WORKSHOP

DRUMMING WAS YESTERDAY!

WORKSHOP 3.0
Depending on the size of the group(s), the workshops can be held in the adjoining rooms,
the plenum or the niches. Depending on the concept, the areas on the upper floor are also
suitable for a part of a workshop. From the „Marketplace“ to the „World Café“ or the „Speed
Workshop“ in our studio gallery on the upper floor, we can arrange an appropriate framework
for your workshop according to the training concept. Due to the compact event space on the
ground floor, we have the opportunity to place your product isles nearto the customer. We can
ensure that the participants always have their presentation surfaces in view and not getting
„lost“ in closed side rooms.
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EVENTPRODUCTION | WORKSHOP

OUR

WORKSHOPHIGHLIGHTS
WorkshopHighlights
Drumming was yesterday!
Our themed incentives as well as our workshop tools ensure sustainable and targeted results on your workshop and conference content.

TransformationTour

GPSRallye.com
„offside from known paths you discover new territory“
According to our motto, we are going new ways in developing new
workshop content and concepts...

In addition, there are up to ten independent workshop rooms of 40-70
m² available in the OKTOGON.

GPSRALLYE.com is an independently developed format of our agency
tenor:®.

GalleryWalk (*Projector gallery)
The GalleryWalk on the upper floor of the OKTOGON allows you
to convey content and achieve goals in an unconventional manner.

From the traditional outdoor tour, through team-building activities,
the mediation of corporate strategies, as well as the reflection
of workshop content ...
GPSRALLYE.com develops customized tours at nationwide locations.
So we also call it „Walk and Talk“, „Explore and Discover“, „Go
To market „and“ Express yourself. Be part of it! „ Within the scope of
your workshop contents we gladly offer you our support.

i
INFORMATIONS ABOUT GPSRALLYE.COM
Teambuilding
Mediation of business strategies
Reflection of workshop content
Assessment tool to identify the professional, personal, social and managerial skills of professionals and
managers

i

A unique tour around the topic of structural change / transformation

INFORMATIONS ABOUT GALLERY WALK
Beamer areas in the gallery upstairs
Up to ten workshop isles

Mind Map

The Zeche Zollverein and the structural change in the Ruhr area these terms visualize the change of a region from the coal and steel
industry to the service society - this is transformation!
The tour around the portal of industrial culture, the Ruhrmuseum, with
the exhibition area of the industrial barons and the viewing platform
above the coal preparation plant is an interesting door opener to find a
connection to congress topics like „Change“,„Future“ or „Digitalization“.
If you look northwards on the platform, you will discover the old Ruhr area
with its refineries, dumps and chimneys. The skyline of downtown Essen
in the south, on the other hand marks the center of the Ruhr Metropolis.

More information about GPSRallye.com
www.gpsrallye.com

i
INFORMATIONS ABOUT TRANSFORMATION TOUR

i
INFORMATIONS ABOUT MIND MAP

Entrepreneurial change processes exemplified
by Zollverein from the mine to the modern
cultural site

Result presentation on exclusive
presentation wall
Individual design
Scoreboards on acrylic glass surfaces

More information about workshops
www.oktogon.tv/en/workshop.html

Dimensions: width 6.5 meters | Height 2.5 meters

®
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VERANSTALTEN | GALA.BANKETT

ATMOSPHERE AS AN ATTITUDE!

GALA.BANQUET
Let yourself be inspired by the representative ambience of an evening event in OKTOGON.
We transform the OKTOGON into a spectacular location for your gala dinner.
First of all, a curtain encloses the main area with the covered dining tables.
The champagne reception takes place in the front area ... similar to a foyer situation in a
theatre. At a signal by the management, we open the curtain and guide your
guests to the reserved places...

16
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EVENTPRODUCTION | GALA.BANQUET

OUR

GALA.BANQUETHIGHLIGHTS
Gala.BanquetHighlights
ATMOSPHERE AS AN ATTITUDE!

Vorhangsystem

To meet this demands, we pay attention in all spheres to the use of
high-quality goods and products. From food, to the barista, to gourmet juices from the bar or the cocoa from the chocolaterie. Our service and hostess staff was specially trained for the premium sector.
Gala Design
Design ambience in classic constellation. Round tables and puristic
decoration create a metropolitan atmosphere.

i
INFORMATIONS ABOUT CURTAIN SYSTEM
The unique curtain system
Creates a suitable atmosphere for your gala of
50-250 guests

Niche

Entertain
References from our Entertain program::

i

THEATRE | „Buon Natale“ with Rezo Tschchikwischwili
ENTERTAINER | Tobias Wessler incl. Musical performers
VARIETÉ | Magic Moments
LIVE MUSIC | Professional Performances
COMEDY+MORE | Curtain on!
DJ TEAM | StudioLounge in the OKTOGON

INFORMATIONSABOUT GALA DESIGN
Design ambience in classic constellation
Provides the contemporary framework for your
gala and award event

i
INFORMATIONS ABOUT NICHES
For the matching flair in the OKTOGON
Enormous variability depending on the integration
in your event

More information about Gala.Banquet
www.oktogon.tv/en/gala.html
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i
INFORMATIONS ABOUT ENTERTAIN
OKTOGON tailored entertainment programs for
your gala

More information about Gala.Banquet
www.oktogon.tv/en/gala.html
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EVENTPRODUCTION | HIGHTABLE.BANQUET

DINING IN ROYAL FASHION... ..

HIGHTABLE.BANQUET
The essential prerequisites for the successful running of a banquet event are the
careful preparation, a perfect service as well as a fitting selection of seasonal dishes.
Our combination of high tables and demanding lighting creates an extraordinary
atmosphere for interesting conversations.
After consultation with us, we will prepare an individual catering offer according to
your needs, wishes and your budget.
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EVENTPRODUCTION | HIGHTABLE.BANQUET

OUR

HIGHTABLE.BANQUETHIGHLIGHTS
Hightable.BanquetHighlights
Dining in royal fashion...
The banquet tables provides more variability compared to round tables
for eight or ten people.

Vorhangsystem

Communication
Provides sufficient space for communication during the evening before
and after dinner. In contrast to the gala version our Hightables invite
you to change places and as a bar table extension „Get Together“.

Niches

i
INFORMATIONS ABOUT COMMUNICATION
Set Up consisting of HightableArrangement with
bar stools
Extension with bistro tables
Can also be configured as a low table variant

i
INFORMATIONS ABOUT CURTAIN SYSTEM

More information about Hightable.Banquet
www.oktogon.tv/en/banquet.html

The unique curtain system
Creates a suitable atmosphere for your banquet
of 50-300 guests
Flexible interior design

Entertain

i
INFORMATIONS ABOUT NICHES
For the matching flair in the OKTOGON
Enormous variability depending on the integration
in your event

i
INFORMATIONS ABOUT ENTERTAIN
OKTOGON tailored entertainment programs for
your banguet

More information about Hightable.Banquet
www.oktogon.tv/en/banquet.html
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EVENTPRODUCTION | LOUNGE

COMMUNICATIVE MOMENTS

IN THE LOUNGE
Whether a soiree, cultural event or get together - our lounge concept provides the perfect
setting. The combination of designer furniture, high tables and sophisticated lighting creates
the atmosphere for interesting conversations and exciting entertainment.
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EVENTPRODUCTION | LOUNGE

OUR

LOUNGEHIGHLIGHTS
Lounge Highlights
We will be pleased to assist you in selecting the lighting, the furniture,
the arrangement, and a suitable supporting program to tailor the event
concept to your wishes.

Counter and stage concepts

Decoration concepts
Regardless of whether it is a corporate event of the top class or a fantastically beautiful wedding celebration, we gladly create an individual
decoration concept for you.
From cubic, „Grubengold“ glass vases to seasonal arrangements.
We design your lounge with great attention to detail.

i
INFORMATIONS ABOUT COUNTER AND STAGE CONCEPTS
The Barista station, like our cocktail bar as well as
our market stands underline the lounge concept at
night
Enormous variability depending on the involvement
in the event

Curtain- & Niche System

Variable combination
Your evening event in the „Lounge“ - convinced with a mixed seating of
couch elements, bridges or bar tables and bar stools.
An exceptional, representative style to carry out your evening event,
because here the communicative approach is decisive.

i

At the same time you set a highlight that your guests will remember.

INFORMATIONS ABOUT DECORATION CONCEPTS
Including color-coordinated pillows

i

Aiming at a seasonal note
Color concept also possible on corporate design

INFORMATIONS ABOUT VARIABLE COMBINATION

i
INFORMATIONS ABOUT CURTAIN & NICHES SYSTEM

Our 2.5 seats and high tables enable the implementation of various evening event concepts for
up to 350 people

For the matching flair in the OKTOGON
Enormous variability depending on the integration
in your event

More information about the Lounge
www.oktogon.tv/en/lounge.html

More information about the Lounge
www.oktogon.tv/en/lounge.html
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EVENTPRODUCTION | EXHIBITION

FROM PRODUCT PRESENTATION TO GALLERY ......

EXHIBITION

From the product presentations to the gallery ... productions of any kind can be arranged in
our multifunctional studio. Because of the octagonal shape of our building, different niches
and side areas can be used as product isles. Variable stage and podium situations leave
plenty of scope for the design of the appropriate set-up in the event planning.
Due to the studio technology power connections are available in sufficient manner. The upper floor of the OKTOGON offers as a gallery exhibition space and at the same time adjoining rooms, which can be used as Backoffice or as VIP areas. The ground-based delivery
allows exhibition space up to a small truck.
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EVENTPRODUCTION | EXHIBITION

OUR

EXHIBITIONHIGHLIGHTS
Exhibitionhighlights
Whether product presentation, road show, in-house exhibition, gallery,
fair bistro or fashion show. We have the know-how and tools to reach
your event goals.

Ground level delivery

Production facilities

i
INFORMATIONS ABOUT GROUND LEVEL DELIVERY
The ground-based delivery allows exhibition space
up to a small truck.

Curtain- & Niches System

i

FlatscreenGallery
With the FlatscreenGallery you set the highlight in your exhibition.
Up to ten plasma screens in 56 „format give you the opportunity to
display a wide variety of event content in Full HD resolution.

INFORMATIONS ABOUT PRODUCTION FACILITIES
Production of banners, roll-ups, backdrops ...
Conception, production and construction of trade
fair stands and product islands
Print media such as signage, invitations, promotional
or event materials

i
INFORMATIONS ABOUT FLATSCREEN GALLERY

i

Up to ten plasma screens 56 „for visual support

INFORMATIONS ABOUT CURTAIN & NICHES SYSTEM
Setting niches to differentiate main topics

Flexible arrangement
Contemporary Full HD resolution

Supported by suitable lighting technology
Enormous variability depending on the integration in
your event

More information about Exhibition
www.oktogon.tv/en/exhibition.html

More information about Exhibition
www.oktogon.tv/en/exhibition.html
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VERANSTALTUNGEN | TAGUNG

.II

SET UP VARIANTS
IN THE OKTOGON

In a versatile environment for projects of all kinds - press conferences, meetings, exhibitions, presentations, gala events, parties, conferences - every form of communicative
encounter finds its place.
Here, people can focus on the essentials: hold inspiring, successful meetings and organize
work centers or celebrations of any kind.
With 900 m² on the ground floor and 300 m² on the upper floor, the Oktogon in Essen
creates ideal conditions for the most diverse prestigious events - from ten to 750 people.
Daylight in each room and the ceiling height of 14 m in the center of the building allows
a pleasant room climate at all times and the perfect situation for thinking and designing.
For your planned event, we will create an individual CAD room plan and a visual concept
for you.

CONTENT | IMPRESSIONS REFERENCES
CONFERENCE P.34
WORKSHOP P.36
GALA.BANQUET P.38
HIGHTABLE.BANQUET P.39
LOUNGE P.40
EXHIBITION P.42
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SET UP | VARIANTS

IMPRESSIONS | REFERENCES

CONFERENCE

34

CONFERENCE | STUDIO

CONFERENCE | ARENA CONCEPT

Row seating for up to 350 people
References: Telekom, TargoBank, Karstadt Quelle, Versatel, Deutsche Bank, ThyssenKrupp, Alcatel Lucent, Agiplan

Row seating with center stage for up to 200 people
References: FDP

CONFERENCE | PARLIAMENT

CONFERENCE | CONGRESS

Parliamentary seating for up to 230 people
References: Siemens, E.ON, RWE, Procter & Gamble, Vaillant

Row seating for up to 450 people
References: Bundeskongress für Stadtentwicklung NRW, RWGV, Kieser Training

CONFERENCE | TAGUNGSTALK (CONFERENCETALK)

CONFERENCE | SEMINAR

Combination of row seating and lounge furniture with up to 250 people
References: AHV Aussenhandelstag, Schwäbisch Hall, Fiat

Parliamentary seating for up to 150 people
References: E.ON, DB Schenker, BV Glas, Unisys, Essent
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SET UP | VARIANTS

IMPRESSIONS | REFERENCES

WORKSHOP
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WORKSHOP | WORLD CAFE

WORKSHOP | AUDIMAX

Round tables for up to 250 people
References: Aral, RWE, Atlas Copco, E.ON Energy Trading, DNP Depping, DB Schenker

Cubes | Arrangement for up to 200 persons
References: Bundeskongress für Stadtentwicklung NRW

WORKSHOP | MARKET PLACE

WORKSHOP | SPEED WORKSHOP

Workshop stands for up to 300 people
References: Kömmerling, RWE

Cubes | Arrangement for up to 200 persons
References: Telekom, Microsoft

WORKSHOP | CIRCLE TRAINING

WORKSHOP | MEETING

Chair circles for up to 150 people
References: Steria Mummert

Up to 10 workshoprooms of 30-80 m²
References: RWGV, ThyssenKrupp, Telekom,Chesterfield, RWE
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SET UP | VARIANTS

IMPRESSIONS | REFERENCES

IMPRESSIONS | REFERENCES

GALA.BANQUET

GALA.BANQUET | DESIGN
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HIGHTABLE.BANQUET

HIGHTABLE.BANQUET | ANNIVERSARY

Round tables | 8-seat group for up to 200 people
References: RWE

Banquet table for up to 300 people
References: Brenntag, Vaillant, Olympus

GALA.BANQUET | CLASSIC

HIGHTABLE.BANQUET | COMPANY PARTY

Round tables | 8-seat group for up to 200 people
References: E.ON, Daikin, Schneider Electronics, Sasol Solvents, AeoLus Tyres, Ferrostaal

Banquet table for up to 350 people
References: Acer, CityClean, Brenntag,

GALA | WEDDING

HIGHTABLE.BANQUET | WEDDING

Round tables for up to 250 people | Combinable with lounge furniture
References: Private customers

Banquet table for up to 250 people
References: Private customers
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SET UP | VARIANTS

IMPRESSIONS | REFERENCES

LOUNGE

LOUNGE | CLASSIC LOUNGE

40

LOUNGE | AWARD

Combination of hightables, sofas, bistro tables and lounge decoration for up to 300 people
References: Telekom, RAG, Winkhaus, Fiat, Thomas Cook, Bilfinger Berger, DFE Pharma, Visus, Telegate uvm.

Combination of hightables, sofas, bistro tables and lounge decoration for up to 300 people
References: Oce, Atlas Copco, Abicor Binzel

LOUNGE | STUDIO LOUNGE

LOUNGE | SOIRÉE

Hightables, sofas, bistro tables and lounge decoration incl. CenterFloor, CenterStage and DJ pulpit for up to 250 people
References: KentuckyFriedChicken, HoganLowells, DB Schenker

Combination of hightables, sofas, bistro tables and lounge decoration for up to 250 people
References: GDF Suez, Salon de Lys

LOUNGE | ICE LOUNGE

LOUNGE | GET TOGETHER

Combination of hightables, sofas, bistro tables and lounge decoration for up to 300 people
References: Ahr, Medice

Combination of hightables, sofas, bistro tables and lounge decoration for up to 300 people
References: Brenntag, RAG, RWE, Beckman Coulter
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SET UP | VARIANTS

IMPRESSIONS | REFERENCES

EXHIBITION

EXHIBITION | PRODUCT TRAINING
Ground floor with 900 m² | Main area with 300 m² | up to 10 training rooms | 10 workstations in the gallery on the upper floor
References: Siemens, Fiat, Alcatel Lucent
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EXHIBITION | GALLERY
Ground floor with 900 m² | Main area with 300 m² | Circulation 80 running metres upper floor | various exhibition areas and niches
References: WAZ | Charles Fazzino

EXHIBITION | AUTOMOBILE

EXHIBITION | FASHION SHOW

Ground floor with 900 m² | Main area with 300 m² | up to 10 training rooms | Ground level delivery
References: Mercedes Benz, FIAT, Mini, SMART

Ground floor with 900 m² | Main area with 300 m² | 14 m ceiling height
References: Glynt

EXHIBITION | HOUSE EXHIBITION

EXHIBITION | PRODUCT PRESENTATION

Ground floor with 900 m² | Main area with 300 m² | up to 10 training rooms | 10 workstations in the gallery on the upper floor
References: Raumtex, Siemens

Ground floor with 900 m² | Main area with 300 m² | up to 10 training rooms | 10 workstations in the gallery on the upper floor
References: Jägermeister, Chesterfield, Alcatel Lucent, Telekom
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YOUR ACCESS TO THE OKTOGON | DIRECTIONS FOR ACCOMMODATION

YOUR ARRIVAL
TO THE OKTOGON

LOCATION:
OKTOGON | Halle A21
Zeche Zollverein
Schacht XII

NAVIGATION INPUT:
Gelsenkirchener Str. 181
Crossing Bullmannaue
45309 Essen

PARKING:
Follow the sign
„Parking A2“
(Black sign, white font A2)

FROM THE SOUTH VIA THE A 52 / A 40
FROM THE DIRECTION OF COLOGNE / DÜSSELDORF:
At the end of the freeway (A52 E-Ost), take the A 40 towards Bochum
and take the first exit for Essen-Frillendorf.
At the first traffic light turn right onto Ernestinenstraße. Follow this to
the end. At the end of Ernestinenstraße turn right at the traffic light
onto Gelsenkirchener Straße.
Follow the tram rails until you see a shaft scaffolding on the left side.
OR FROM BOCHUM:
Leave the motorway at the Frillendorf exit and turn right onto Frillendorfer Straße. At the first traffic light turn right, then continue as
described above ...

FROM THE NORTH VIA THE A 42
FROM THE DIRECTION OF GELSENKIRCHEN - DORTMUND OR
FROM DUISBURG - OBERHAUSEN:
Take the GE-Hessler exit and turn onto the Schalker Straße in the
direction of E-Katernberg. Then straight on through Katernberg to
Gelsenkirchener Straße.
(Note: The tram rails also turn into Gelsenkirchener Straße).
Then straight on Gelsenkirchener Straße, until you see the shaft scaffolding.

TO THE PARKING

Right before you arrive the Zeche Zollverein - follow the signs: „Parkplatz A2“ (black sign, white font A2). The OKTOGON or Hall 21 is the
building with the large steel framework.

More information about the OKTOGON
www.oktogon.tv/en/
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USEFUL HINTS

USEFUL

HINTS
Contact
Together with you, our production team identifies individual concepts
based on your goals and budget...
and all this included!

Useful Hints
You are planning a wedding or Christmas party, an incentive or need
detailed information about our location.
On request, we will gladly send you further information.

i
FullService
The Interartes also offers additional services up
to full service. If you need further information or
have a specific inquiry, we look forward to your
feedback.

i
IMPRINT
Concept | Editor:
INTERARTES | Mediengestaltung
Filmproduktion Totaltheater GmbH
Gelsenkirchener Straße 181
45309 Essen
+49 (0) 201 830 5000
www.interartes.tv
ViSdPR:
Dirk Kottmann
Image editor:
Jeffrey Fischer
Graphic/ Text:
Dirk Kottmann & Jeffrey Fischer

NCENTIVES

Printing and production:
tenor:®
Gelsenkirchener Straße 181
45309 Essen
www.tenor.tv

i
CONTACT PERSON
Marcel Voß
Event Salesman IHK
Project Management
Interartes GmbH
Fon: +49 (0) 201 830 5000
E-Mail: m.voss@interartes.tv

More information about the OKTOGON
www.oktogon.tv/en/
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BEST OF
OKTOGON | INTERARTES...
2019 Junghans ++ Deloitte++ Continental ++ Vaillant ++ Daikin ++ SPD ++ Škoda ++ Justiz Ministerium NRW
++ medi ++ CRIF Bürgel ++ MEG ++ sedus ++ Cargobull ++ ING Bank ++ SER Solutions ++ Swarco ++ Capgemini ++ Contilia ++ Unity Media ++ BRP ++ Stiftung Mercator ++ Dörken MKS ++ NRW Gründercamp ++ Erwin
L. Hahn Institute ++ neubourg ++ Tui ++ Rudolf Müller 2018 BG ETEM ++ Gothaer ++ E.ON ++ Effizenz Agentur
NRW ++ Thyssen Krupp ++ Allianz ++ Axpo ++ Commerzbank ++ Innogy ++ DK Kunststoff-Service ++ Britax
Römer ++ Infinigate ++ Kaufland ++ Orthopädenkongress NRW ++ BDVT ++ Deutsche Bahn ++ Saint-Gobain
Weber ++ LEG ++ Johnson Controls ++ Consorsbank ++ Telekom ++ NRW School of Governance ++ RWE ++
Drees & Sommer ++ DekaBank ++ WiFF ++ Rewe ++ LVM ++ 2017 Allianz ++ Aubi Plus ++ Bosch ++ EnergieAgentur.NRW ++ Weiling ++ Hays ++ Orthopädenkongress NRW ++ Nürnberger Versicherung ++ Continental ++ LEG
++ dtv ++ Bertelsmann ++ Atlas Copco ++ Trilux ++ Drescher & Cie ++ LVM ++ Haniel ++ ISA ++ ACO ++ ifaa ++
Commerzbank + Fisat ++ WAZ ++ Five Guys ++ 2016 Friesland Campina ++ Verlag Focus Rostfrei ++ AXA ++ ALKAbelló ++ Deutsche Kinder Jugendstiftung ++ Nationale Agentur Bildung für Europa ++ Huf Hülsbeck & Fürst ++
Orthopädenkongress NRW ++ Bosch ++ Canada Life ++ VDM Metals ++ Metropole Ruhr ++ Thyssen Krupp ++ St.
Jude Medical ++ BSCI ++ KIA ++ Bechtle ++ Siemens ++ BGF ++ Swizz Life ++ Medtronic ++ LVM ++ Rotterdam
Post Council ++ E.ON 2015 VRR ++ Outokumpo ++ Berner Group ++ VBG ++ Stabilo ++ Vodafone ++ Mundipharma ++ Deutsche Annington ++ NETGO ++ TSR ++ Coty Inc. ++ Viessman ++ telegate ++ Merial ++ DB Schenker ++ Augenoptikerverband ++ WILO ++ Endress+Hauser ++ Bezirksregierung Arnsberg ++ AVEVA ++ Hoya Lens
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